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GENERAL INFORMATION

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

General safety instructions for the installation, operating and maintenance of the burners fired on liquid and
gaseous fuels
The burner should only be installed to equipment expressly designed for it's use and any other use will be considered
dangerous. No responsibility will be taken by the manufactor if the equipment should be installed incorrectly or not
commissioned and maintained in accordance with the operating manual.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
The instruction manual is an integral and essential part of the product and must be left to the user after installation.
Read attentive the instructions in the manual because they are containing important informations related to the
installation, safety, operation and maintenance of the burner and they should be available for future consultation. The
installation should be carried out by professional qualified people and under the current applicable laws and standards.
Please note: All dimensions, specifications, technical data etc are indicative and the manufacturer reserves the right to
introduce, without prior notification all changes necessary to the continuing improvement of its products.

BURNER ROOM
The burner shall be installed in a suitable room with minimum ventilation openings according to the standards in force
and, in any case, sufficient to reach a perfect combustion.
Do not obstruct room ventilation openings, fan suction gratings or air ducts in order to avoid the following two
dangers:
1) stagnation in the boiler room of toxic and/or explosive mixtures;
2) combustion with lack of air: dangerous, toxic, expensive and polluting.
The burner shall be protected against rain, snow and frost. The burner room shall be clean and without solid volatile
substances, which can flow back to the fan and obstruct internal ducts of the burner or the combustion head.

FUELS
The burner must be fired by the fuel type for which it has been built and as indicated on the appliance identification
plate and instruction manual. The fuel supply pressure to the burner and combustion head has to be in accordance
with the values indicated in the instruction manual.
The dimensions of the fuel supply system to the burner shall be executed for the maximum output of the burner and
with all necessary safety and control equipment in accordance with current standards. Before using the fuel supply
systems it must be cleaned internally to remove any foreign objects in the line and suitable filters shall be installed to
avoid that eventually residues can endanger the well operating of the burner. It shall be controlled, as well, the internal
and external tightness of the fuel supply plant. Liquid fuel tanks should be protected against water or any other
impurities could enter into the fuel. In summer the tank should be filled to avoid any condensation occurring. Before
introducing fuel to the tank it should be cleaned thoroughly.
The tank and fuel lines should be protected against frost and freezing.
Fuel tanks must be manufactured and installed in accordance to the current standards.

Particular instructions for gas installations
Only qualified personnel shall carry out the following checks:
the supply line and gas train must be installed in accordance to the current standards;
all gas connections are tight;
dimensioning of the boiler room ventilation openings shall be in accordance with current standards and, moreover,
allowing the correct combustion of the burner.
Gas pipes should not be used for earthing of electrical equipment. Switch off the burner and close gas valve when the
burner is not in use. In the case of that the burner is not be used for long periods close the main gas supply valve.

THE EQUIPMENT SHOULD BE INSTALLED IN ACCORDANCE WITH CURRENT REGULATIONS AND USED
ONLY IN A WELL VENTILATED AREA.PLEASE REFER TO THE ENCLOSED INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE
INSTALLING OR OPERATING THIS EQUIPMENT. ISOLATE ALL ELECTRICAL AND FUEL SUPPLIES
BEFORE COMMENCING ANY MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS.

WARNING
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
Electrical wiring must be carried out by qualified personnel and in compliance with the regulations currently in force in
the country of destination. Please refer to elctrical panel layout supplied with the present INSTRUCTIONS.
The manufacturer declines all responsibility for modifications or connections different from those shown in the
electrical layouts.
Check that the electrical supply is in accordance with the identification plate and manual. The burner must be
connected to an efficient earthing system and executed in accordance to the current standards. It's necessary to verify
this essential piont of security and in the case of doubt the electrical plant should be contolled by qualified people
because the manufactor has no responsibility for damages caused by no earthing of the plant. In the case of a 3 phase
electrical supply verify, after the burner is connected, the rotation of the motorfan and the pump. If the rotation
direction is wrong, reverse the electrical supply and verify again the rotation. Ensure that the electrical supply is
designed to the maximum absorbed power of the burner identified on the burner plate and in the manual.
For the main electrical supply to the burner:
- do not use adapters, extensions or multiple connectors;
- foresee circuit breakers as in accordance to the current standard.
In the case of damage to electrical cables, switch off the appliance, and carry out the repair as required only by
qualified people. Don't touch the appliance with wet parts of the body or in nude feet. Don't pull electric cables.
Do not expose the appliance to atmospheric elements unless the unit has been constructed for that specific purpose.
Don't allow the use of the unit by children or unskilled people.

BURNER
The burner should only be destinated for the use expressly foreseen by the manufator. In particular:
- fitted to boilers, warm air heaters, ovens or similar furnaces, situated in a place not exposed to atmospheric elements.
- fuel type and pressure, electrical supply voltage and frequency, min and max flow for which the burner is regulated,
combustion chamber pressure and room temperature should correspond to the values indicated within the instruction
manual. Any other use would be considered dangerous. For all appliances with optional equipment use only original
manufacture equipment. Modification of the burner in relation to performance or to its original intention for use isn't
allowed. Don't open components or parts except these which are foreseen for the maintenance. Only components
assigned by the manufacturer can be changed.
Don't touch hot parts of the burner. These, normally near the flame or the preheating system of the combustion fuel,
are hot during operation and can be remain hot also after the unit has been switched off. For a longtime shut down
turn off the main switch for all parts of the plant and close also the main valve of the combustion fuel supply. The
following operations shall be done by skilled people if the burner isn't used anymore:
- turn off the main switch of and remove fuses from the electrical supply and disconnect the electrical supply;
- combustion supply lines must be closed or empty.
If the burner is resold or transfered to another site, make sure that the instruction manual accompanies the burner so
the new owner or installer can consult it.

BURNER INSTALLATION AND CALIBRATION
The burner installation and calibration shall be carried out only by qualified people in accordance to the current
standards, as a wrong installation may cause damages to persons, animals or things and the manufacturer cannot be
held responsible for those damages.
Make sure that the burner is well fixed on the heat generator or boiler so that the flame will be generated in the
combustion chamber.
Before starting the burner, and at least once per year, the following operations shall be carried out by qualified
personnel:
- Verify that the data to the identification plate are legible and make sure that the instructions for use and maintenance
of the burner are present in the boiler room.
- Verify that the combustion supply plant is dimensioned for the necessary flow of the burner and that it is equipped
with all safety and control devices prescribed by the standards in force.
- Execute a visual examination of the apparatus to verify the absence of possible external damages, therefore is also
to verify the functionality of the command, control, regulation and safety devices.
- Calibrate the burner fuel flow in according to the power required by the heat generator and within the burner flow
limits indicated in the handbook.
- Verify that the air supply isn't obstructed and protection grating is installed. Adjust the combustion air flow to obtain
a combustion value at least corresponding to the minimum value prescribed by the standards in force.
- Check the correct functionality of the combustion products exhaust duct or chimney.
- Carry out a combustion check to avoid the formation of noxious or polluting unburnt substances besides the limits
permitted by the current standards.
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- At the end of the adjustments, make sure that all mechanical systems of the regulation devices are well clamped.
The manufacturer has no contractual or extra contractual responsibility for damages caused by installation and use
errors and by non-compliance of the instructions. Before carrying out any cleaning or maintenance operation,
disconnect the appliance from the supply network through the special switch and/or through the on-off parts. Do not
obstruct the suction duct or the protection air gratings.

INTERMITTENT / CONTINUOUS OPERATION
For burners with intermittent operation it is necessary to assure at least one stop every 24 hours, for safety reasons. In
processes that ask for burners with continuous operation service (one stop every 72 hours) the flame detection device
shall be a self-supervising type.

BURNER FAILURE
In case of repeated burner lockouts, do not carry out more than 2-3 manual starts. Appeal to professional qualified
people to resolve this anomalous situation. In case of wrong or bad operation of the appliance, switch it off and don't
try to repair it. Appeal exclusively to qualified people. The repair may be carried out exclusively by a service centre
authorised by the manufacturer with the employ of only original spare parts. The non-compliance of these instructions
may jeopardize the security of the appliance.

GAS LEAKAGE
If you smell gas:
- avoid open flames;
- don't use electric switches, phone ore other things which can cause electric sparks;
- open immediately doors and windows to create a fresh air flow to purify the room;
- turn off local and main gas supply;
- contact a qualified Engineer to resolve the fault.

NOISE EMISSION
The noise emissions are caused by the acoustic behaviour of all components fitted
to the burner. Prolonged exposure to high noise levels can lead to loss of hearing. Provide operating personnel with
protective equipment. Noise emissions can further be reduced with a sound attenuator.

MAINTENANCE
- The maintenance should be carried out by professional qualified people and under observation of the current
applicable laws and standards, because bad maintenance can cause damages to people, animals or things.
- The consumer is kept to check at least once a year the plant of combustion from an authorizid technician of the
manufactor or from another specialized technician. The control frequency depends on the operation conditions of the
plant.
- It's considered to the user to carry out the maintenance of his plant of combustion periodically, how it's indicated by
the manufactor. In particularly for the burner it is to check and to clean: the combustion head, the ignition device, the
flame probe, the gas filter, the fan and the air duct, the air dumper, eventually other servomotors and transmissions.
- It is recommended to clean the outside of the burner and check for excess wear or loose screws, especially on cams.
- Periodically clean and grease the cam variable profile and bearings when they are expected.
- It's recommended to check at least once a year the tightening of all electric connection terminals.
- On the oil burners, check the oil filter in the suction line, the pump filter, flexible hoses. It is advisable to replace
nozzles every year during regular maintenance operations.
- Also to verify the following operations: the burner start with its various sequences, the ignition device, the air pressure
switch, the gas pressure switches, the oil switches the flame supervisor, the gas train leakage control.
- Before starting cleaning, maintenance, inspections or repairing turn off the electrical supply and control that it isn't
possible to turn on the main switch accidental, close the combustion supply valve and also in this case make sure that
it isn't possible to turn on accidental the supply valve.
- After any maintenance or repairing verify the operation functions and control the combustion.
- On the occasion of the dismantlement and assemblage of components on fuel line, in particulare of the gas line,
watch out for the correct lodging of the centers, cleaning and state of the gaskets (demaged gaskets shall be changed),
also for the right locking of screws and at the end do a leakage control.
- Repairing of the following components can be done only by the manufactor or an authorizid technician of the
manufactor: the burner control device, flame probe, security valve, gas pressure switches, air pressure switches,
servomotors or any other component which has sealed screws.
- Regular maintenance will save fuel and ensure correct combustion efficiency, essential to the environment.
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SYMBOLS AND NOTE USED IN THIS HANDBOOK

In some parts of this handbook you will see DANGER signs. Read them carefully: they describe situations of potential
danger.

DELIVERY AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The Installer is responsible for the supplying of operating instructions to the plant in-charge Operator/User of the
burner before final delivery of the burner. Moreover he must inform the plant in-charge Operator/User of the burner
that these instructions must be kept together with the burner. The address and telephone number of the nearest
ASSISTANCE CENTRE should be written down on the back of the HANDBOOK. The plant in-charge Operator/User of
the burner must note that the plant/burner must be checked at least once a year from the Installer or another qualified
expert. In order to ensure recurring checks, the Manufacturer recommends the drawing up of a maintenance contract.

WARRANTY AND RESPONSABILITY

There are no rights for warranty or responsability in the case of damages to people, animals or things if one or more
of the following causes are referable: 1) no appropriate use of the appliance; 2) no correct use, maintenance, operation
or installation of the appliance; 3) use of the appliance with damaged security devices and/or protections, wrong
applicated or not working; 4) no observation ot the reminds indicated in the installation, use and maintenance
instructions; 5) modify of the appliance; 6) assemblage of supplemental components that are not been tested together
to the appliance; 7) moditications of the combustion chamber or of the chimney through introduction of inserts that
prevents the regular development of the flame; 8) insufficient overseeing and care of appliance components which are
subject to usury; 9) wrong repairing; 10) excessive effort; 11) damages which are caused by use in presence of an an
anomaly; 12) wrong combustion fuel; 13) lack in the feeding pipelines; 14) use of not original parts; 15) force majeure.

GARBAGE TREATMENT
The appliance contains electrical and/or electronic components. Such components are to dispose of in
according to local legislations.

ELECTRIC SHOCK DANGER: Sign used in case of operations that, in not carried out correctly, cause
electric shocks with lethal consequences.

MAXIMUM DANGER WITH SERIOUS CONSEQUENCES: Sign used in case of operations that, if not carried
out correctly, CAUSE serious injury, death or long-term health risks.

WARNING: Sign used in case of operations that, if not carried out correctrly, MAY CAUSE serious injury,
death or long-term health risks.

CAUTION: Sign used in case of operations that, if not carried out correctrly, MAY CAUSE damage to things
and/or people.

WARNING - DO NOT OPEN NERVER: Sign used in order to indicate parts that must not be opened in any
case.

WARING - HOT SURFACE: Sign used in order to indicate parts that reach hot temperatures and as a
consequence MAY CAUSE burns.

CRUSHING RISK: Sign used for operations that, if not carried out correctly, MAY CAUSE crushing.

D A N G E R

D A N G E R

WARNING

CAUT ION
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

TECHNICAL DATA HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS

* Reference conditions: Environment temperature 20°C - Barometric pressure 1013 mbars - Altitude 0 metre (sea level). The gas flow and gas pres-
sure is calculated for operating gas with net calorific value of 5000 kcal/Nm³ - 5.81 kW/Nm³
** Minimal feeding-gas pressure to the gas train to get the maximum power of the burner, considering counter-pressure in the combustion chamber
of value 0 (zero).

MODEL HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS

Thermal power min 1°st./min 2°st.-max 2°st.* [Mcal/h] 300/900-2019

Thermal power min 1°st./min 2°st.-max 2°st.* [kW] 349/1044-2341

Gas flow BIOGAS min 1°st./min 2°st.-max 2°st.* [Nm³/h] 60/180-404

Fuel:BIOGAS (first family)

Minimum pressure gas train DN100-S-F100 BIOGAS** [mbar] 80

Maximum pressure at the entry of the valves (Pe. max) [mbar] 500

HEAVY-OIL flow min 1°st./min 2°st.-max 2°st.* [kg/h] 31/92-206

Fuel: heavy-oil 5°-20°E to 50°C heavy-oil 5°-20°E to 50°C

Intermittent working operation (min. 1 stop every 24 hours) 2 stages sliding or modulating

Environmental conditions operation/storage: -15...+40°C / -20...+70°C, rel. humidity max. 80%

Max temperature combustion air [°C] 60

Burner nominal electric power [kW] 16.5

Pump motor [kW] 1.1

Resistances [kW] 15

Pump motor absorption [A] 3

Resistances absorption [A] 23

Nominal absorption burner auxiliary [A] 3.5

Power supply: 3~400V,1/N~230V-50Hz

Degree of electric protection: IP44
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DIMENSIONS [MM]

MODEL A B C D E F G H N O P Q R1 R2 R3 R4 RD

HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS-DN100-S 370 473 1231 265 20 145 545 403 165 775 60 403 748 596 856 254 DN100
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BURNER OVERVIEW

For the installation of the burner to the generator, follow to the diagram shown below:
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CONTROL PANEL

INSTALLATION

LEGEND

TE1: Thermoregulator SCP: Load pump/preheater push-button *

TE2: Thermoregulator HF: Operation lamp

HL: Line lamp HAP: Alarm lamp oil maximum pressure switch

OFF-ON switch with green lamp for the position "ON" HAL: Lock-out lamp (alarm) with button for the reset

OIL-GAS: Heavy oil-gas selector HCTA: Alarm gas seal check with button for the reset

* The button SPC is used to load manually the tank. This function is available only when the burner's switch is in
ON position and the thermostat/pressure switch TL is open.

* Optional. ** To be mounted by the installer.
The gas train is fixed to the burner by means of no.4 screws with cilindrical head (pos.9)
ATTENTION: before mounting the gas train, assure that the O-ring (pos.19) is well installed.
ATTENTION: Remove the cap (pos.11)

LEGEND

1) Burner mounting plate 12) Gas tap* 23) Control panel

2) Gasket 13) Filter 24) Gas train socket

3) Generator 14) Gas pressure control connection 25) Gas train plug

4) Pilot-flame safety valve (VFPS) 15) Antivibration coupling* 26) Maximum gas pressure switch (PGmax)

5) Pilot-flame operating valve (VFP) 16) Leakage control pressure switch (DW) 27) Air pressure switch (PA)

6) Pressure control connection of the gas
pilot flame

17) Safety gas solenoid valve (VGS) 28) Gas tap*

7) Gas pressure filter regulator of pilot fla-
me

18) Operating gas solenoid valve (VGL) 29) Antivibration coupling*

8) Hexagonal spanner 19) O-ring 30) Thermocouple

9) TCEI screws 20) Minimum gas pressure switch (PGmin) 31) Minimum gas pressure switch pilot gas
train (PGmin2)

10) Washer 21) Gas pressure control connection

11) Cap 22) Maximum oil pressure switch to the re-
turn (SPRmax)
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SAFETY

Before burner installation, clean carefully all around the area where the burner will be installed and arrange the correct
lighting of the room.

PRELIMINARY CHECKS

CHECK SUPPLY, TRANSPORT, PACKAGING, STORAGE

BURNER CHARACTERISTICS CHECK

The installation, adjustment and maintenance of the appliance must be carried out by professionaly
qualified person in compliance with the standards and regulations of the laws in force as a wrong
installation may cause damages to people, animals and things for which the Manufacturer will not be
responsable.

Before starting installation, maintenance and disassembly turn off the electrical supply and check that it is
not possible to turn accidentally the main switch on, close fuel inlet valves and make sure they could not
accidentally be opened.

CHECK SUPPLY
Check that the supply is complete and without transport damages. After removing all the packaging,
check the integrity of the contents. If in dubt do not use the burner and contact the supplier.
TRANSPORT
The transport weights of the burner and the gas train are indicated in the technical data.
STORAGE
Observe the environment temperatures which are allowed for storage and indicated in the technical data.

The packaging materials must not be abandoned as they may cause danger and pollution, but they should
be collected and left in a appropriate place.

The data plate of the burner shows:
A. the model;
B. fuel family;
C. fuel category;
D. fuel 1 pressure (if appicable, fuel 2 pressure);
E. minimum and maximum thermal power;
F. the data for electrical supply, absorbed electrical power
and electric protection degree;
G. the code;
H. the serial number.
Moreover the data plate includes CE labeling and the list
of countries where the certification is applicable.

Check that the capacity of the boiler is within the operating range of the burner.

Violation, removal or loss of the data plate of the burner and any other components compromise the
correct identification of the burner and hinder the installation and maintenance operation.

WARNING

WARNING

WARNING

WARNING

WARNING

WARNING
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CORRECT BURNER POSITION

BOILER PLATE

The burner is designed to work only in the positions as
shown in
the picture.
Any other position could compromise the correct working
of the
burner.
Crossed positions are forbidden for safety reasons.

Fig. 1 Correct burner position

HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS

I min 396 mm
I* 424 mm
I max 438 mm
L min 280 mm
L* 280 mm
L max 320 mm
M M14

Fig. 2 Boiler plate
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FLAME TUBE LENGTH

Flame tube length must be selected based on the specifications supplied by boiler manufacturer and, in any case, it
must be greater than the thickness of the boiler door included its insulation.
In case of boilers with flame inversion or front flue combustion chambers, it is necessary to insulate the area between
the flame tube and front door with refractory material. This protection material must not impede flame tube extraction.
For the trasformation from long head to short head is necessary to mount a SPACER and a GASKET:

* For different tube flame lengths, please contact our Technical-Sales Department.

SUCTION FLANGE

BURNER MODEL TL* BURNER CODE SPACER CODE GASKET CODE

HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS 480 mm 008070 053043 229710

Fig. 3 1) Spacer 2) Gasket

MODEL A B C D E F G H I L

HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS mm 235 270 300 347 380 410 50 100 77.5 ø9 n°16 Holes
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INDUSTRIAL NOZZLE FLUIDICS W4L 45°

Pressure pump: 24-28 bar Max pressure return: 19-23 bar Min pressure return: 10-12 bar
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MAIN GAS TRAIN (SIEMENS VGD40...)

PILOT GAS TRAIN CALIBRATION

1) Gas

 

flow

 

regulator

 

2)

 

Advisable

 

pressure

 

for

 

the

 

pilot

 

flame:

 

8-12

 

mbar

 

3)

 

Pressure

 

regulator

 

of

 

the

 

pilot

 

gas

 

train

 

4) Pilot-flame

 

valve

 

(VFP)

 

5)

 

Pilot-flame

 

safety

 

valve

 

(VFPS)

 

6)

 

Minimum

 

gas

 

pressure

 

switch

 

(PGmin2)
ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

ELECTRICAL PANEL LAYOUT

Please refer to electrical panel layout supplied with the present INSTRUCTIONS.

WORKING DIAGRAM OF THE ELECTRICAL DEVICE

Please refer to electrical device handbook supplied with the present Instructions.

Fig. 4 1) Safety gas solenoid valve (VGS) 2) Leakage control pressure switch (DW) 3) Minimum gas pressure switch (PGmin)           
4) Gas pressure regulation 5) Operating gas solenoid valve (VGL) 6) Gas pressure control connection
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HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM LAYOUT

RING PLANT (SUGGESTED BY F.B.R.)

Suggested pressure:

*: 1-3 bar

**: 24-26 bar

Fig. 5 Ring plant

LEGEND

1) Pressure regulator for overflow valve* 10) Recall spring 19) Degasser*

2) Line filter* 11) Coil 20) Preheating resistance with thermosta-
te*

3) Burner pump 12) Nozzle return pressure regulator 21) Maximum oil pressure switch on return

4) Pressure regulator 13) Servomotor 22) Maximum oil pressure switch on return

5) Preheater tank 14) Cistern* 23) Flexible hose*

6) Resistances 15) Loading pump* 24) Safety solenoid valve

7) Delivery filter 16) Pressure gauge 25) Pressure gauge on overflow valve

8) Nozzle with plunger 17) Mechanic tap of interception*

9) Atomizer body 18) Pump pressure gauge

* By the installer
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START-UP AND CALIBRATION

START-UP AND CALIBRATION OF THE BURNER

OPERATION PRINCIPLE

ATTENTION: Before starting the burner it is necessary to respect the general norms of security; especially
check:

- Electrical supply
- The tightness of the plant and its correct realization
- The presence of water in the plant
- The ventilation of the boiler location
- The correct function of the thermostats and pressure switches of the boiler.

Fig. 6 operation principle

WARNING
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MODULATING VERSION

The probe (1) notice the temperature (or pressure) and transmits it to the modulation controller (2), which, dependent
upon the fixed value, commands the servomotor (3). The servomotor makes rotate contemporary the heavy oil cam,
the gas cam and the air cam, obtaining in this way a progressive variation of the flame potentiality related to the user
requirement. The gas variation is managed by the obturator (14), the fuel variation by the pressure regulator (4) and
the variation of air quantity is managed by the shutter (5).

TWO STAGES PROGRESSIVE VERSION

In the two stage progressive version (high-low flame) the thermostat (or pressure switch) (pos.6) commands directly
the servomotor (pos.3).

CALIBRATION AIR - GAS AND AIR - HEAVY OIL

The servomotor operates directly on the "variable profile" cams:

AIR CAM: operates on the air shutter.
GAS CAM: operated on the gas modulation group.
HEAVY-OIL CAM: operates on the pressure regulator.

To adequate the gas and air quantity, you have to operate on the peripheral screws:

a) by routing clockwise, the lamina moves towards the periphery and you obtain an increase of the settled value.

b) by routing counterclockwise, the lamina moves towards the centre and you obtain a decrease.
The increase or decrease must be done gradually on all screws so that you obtain a progressive variation of the lamina
(variable cam).

CONTROL PANEL

Following parts are present on the burner control panel:

- N°1 white lamp (-HL) to indicate if electric supply is present;
- N°1 green illuminated switch for turning "ON" the burner;
- N°1 selector switch for gas or heavy-oil operation;
- N°1 green lamp to indicate when the burner flame is light;
- N°1 Red lamp (-HAP) to indicate when the maximum oil pressure switch is in error position;
- N°1 red push button (-HCTA) to indicate when the burner is in lockout caused by the leakage control LDU..It's to push
for reset (not more 4/5 seconds) the leakage control unit;
- N°1 red push button (-HAL) to indicate when the burner is in lockout caused by the burner control LFL..It's to push
for reset (not more 4/5 seconds) the leakage control unit;
- N°1 push button (-SCP) to load manually the pump/preheater;
- N°2 electronic regulation thermostat (-TE1, -TE2) they are used to adjust the heavy-oil fuel temperature.

LEGEND

1) Probe 8) Gas cam

2) Modulation controller 9) Air cam

3) Air servomotor 10) Gas modulation Gr.

4) Pressure regulator 11) Gas entrance

5) Air shutters 12) Safety gas solenoid valve (VGS)

6) Thermostat for two stages progressive version 13) Operating gas solenoid valve (VGL)

7) Heavy oil cam 14) Obturator

The servomotor is already calibrated at on factory and makes a fixed rotation 0-90°.
This calibration must not be manomitted.

You must avoid sudden bends of the lamina.

WARNING

WARNING
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GAS OPERATION

The switch (-SHG) must be in "GAS" position.
N.B. The operating thermostat or pressure switch (-STL) must be closed.

When you turn on the burner (selector -SG in "ON" position - the lamp -HON turn on), and the valve proving unit
LDU11... starts the leakage controls.
During the first phase of the valve proving test called <<Test1>>, atmospheric pressure must exist in the length of
pipe between the 2 valves to be tested. The control unit opens the valve on the burner side (-YVGL) for a few seconds
to evacuate the test space between the 2 valves from gas. The test space is closed off after it has been evacuated.
During the first test phase <<Test1>>, which then follows, the LDU11... checks with the pressure switch (-DW) if the
atmospheric pressure in the test space is maintained for 22 seconds. If the valve on the mains side (-YVGS) is leaking,
it cause that the pressure rises above the switching point of the pressure switch, the LDU11... will trigger an alarm and
initiate the lockout. The program indicator stops at <<Test1>>.
If the pressure does not increase because the valve closes correctly, the LDU11... continues its program with the
second test phase <<Test2>>.
For that purpose, the valve on the mains side (-YVGS) is opened for a few seconds so that the test space between the
2 valves is pressurized ("filling" the test space). During the second test phase (about 27 seconds) - if the valve on the
burner side (-YVGL) is not leaking - this pressure may not fall below the switching point of the pressure switch. If it does,
the LDU11... will initiate lockout also, thus preventing the burner from starting up. The program indicator stops at
<<Test2>>. On successful completion of the second test phase, the LDU11... gives the signal to the burner control
unit LFL... for start the burner.
ATTENTION!
If the gas minimum pressure switch (-PGmin) isn't commutated (the gas line is without gas) the valve proving system
LDU11... doesn't execute the leakage tests and it is in stand-by till the minimum pressure is reached.
If there is a leakage during <<Test 1>> or <<Test 2>> it causes a lock-out of the valve proving system.

When the burner starts the control unit LFL... immediately enables the fan motor to start (terminals 64 - 65 of the main
terminal strip -XAB). A little bit later the actuator (-MS) will open the air shutter to the preventilation position. During
the opening, the LFL... will wait till the actuator reaches the prepurge position. Now begins the prepurge time for
about 30 seconds.
During the prepurge the burner control unit tests the correct function of the flame supervision circuit. If the test isn''t
successful the unit will immediately execute a lock-out.
When the actuator is running up to the prepurge position the air pressure switch (-PA) should change from terminal
12/13 to 14 (live is on 14). When the LFL... reaches the point "P" and there is no voltage on terminal 14, the unit will
carry out a lock-out.
At the end of the preventilation the actuator (-MS) is running to the ignition or low fire point. When this point is
reached, the unit starts the ignition transformers (-TA1 and -TA2).
After about 6 seconds the control box LFL... opens the pilot flame valves (-YVFP and -YVFPS) the pilot flame ignites.
After about 3 seconds (safety time) after the activation of the pilot flame valves the LFL... turns off the ignition
transformers (-TA1 and -TA2).
After about 12 seconds after the activation of the pilot flame valves the LFL... turns on the main flame valves (-YVGS
and -YVGL) and the main flame ignites. After about 3 seconds after the activation of the main flame valves the LFL...
turns off the pilot flame valves.
The flame monitoring is done by the UV sensor.

If, after the safety time, there is no formation of the pilot flame the burner control unit LFL...establish a lock out.
If after the pilot flame there is no formation of the main flame the burner control unit LFL...establish a lock out.

A few seconds after the ignition of the main flame the burner control unit will give a start signal to the external
regulator. In accordance to the heat request the regulator gives signals to the actuator to open or to close the air
shutter and the gas modulation group, this means the power of the burner is increasing or decreasing.

If during the burner operation:

N.B.
THE BURNER STARTS ONLY IF THERE IS ENOUGH GAS PRESSURE ON THE MAIN GAS TRAIN (-PGmin) AND
ON THE PILOT GAS TRAIN (-PGmin2): THE MINIMUM GAS PRESSURE SWITCHES ARE IN SERIES WITH THE
THERMOSTATS.
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- You switch the (-SG) selector from the ON position to the OFF position;
- It opens the thermostat or pressure switch (-STL) contact;
- It opens the minimum gas pressure switch (-PGmin) contact;

The burner turns off and the fan motor (terminals 64 - 65 of the main terminal strip XAB) remains active (pot-purge
time) as long as the control box ends its control sequence.

If the burner goes into lockout position:

The burner turns off and the fan motor (terminals 64 - 65 of the main terminal strip XAB) turns off. When you reset the
lockout of the LFL... the burner remains off and the fan motor (terminals 64 - 65 of the main terminal strip XAB) remains
active (pot-purge time) as long as the control box ends its control sequence.

HEAVY-OIL OPERATION

The switch (-SHG) must be in "OIL" position.

When you turn on the burner (selector -SG in "ON" position - the lamp -HON turn on), the control box LFL... turns on
the PIXSYS temperature regulators; they control (turn on / turn off) the pre-heat resistances according to the setpoint
values.
When the fuel reached the minimum temperature for the operation (value defined by the PIXSYS regulator -TE1), the
operating thermostat or pressure switch (-STL) must be closed.
Now, the control unit LFL... immediately enables the fan motor to start (terminals 64 - 65 of the main terminal strip -
XAB). A little bit later the actuator (-MS) will open the air shutter to the preventilation position. During the opening,
the LFL... will wait till the actuator reaches the prepurge position. Now begins the prepurge time for about 30 seconds.
During the prepurge the burner control unit tests the correct function of the flame supervision circuit. If the test isn''t
successful the unit will immediately execute a lock-out.
When the actuator is running up to the prepurge position the air pressure switch (-PA) should change from terminal
12/13 to 14 (live is on 14). When the LFL... reaches the point "P" and there is no voltage on terminal 14, the unit will
carry out a lock-out.
At the end of the preventilation the actuator (-MS) is running to the ignition or low fire point.

When this point is reached, the unit starts the ignition transformers (-TA1 and -TA2). At the same time, the control box
LFL... starts the pump motor (-MP) and the heavy-oil safety solenoid valve (-YVNS).

- In case of lack of air the air pressure switch intervenes and the control unit performs a lockout.
- In case of no ignition of the pilot flame after the safety time, the control box performs a lockout of the
burner.
- In case of no ignition of the main flame after the ignition of the pilot flame, the control box performs a
lockout of the burner.
- In case of the pressure of the maximum gas pressure switch rise over the setpoint value, the control unit
performs a lockout for loss of flame.
- If there is a leakage during <<Test 1>> or <<Test 2>> it causes a lock-out of the valve proving system
and the burner does't start.

THE SERVOMOTOR IS ALREADY CALIBRATED AT ON FACTORY AND MAKES A FIXED ROTATION 0 -
90°. THIS CALIBRATION MUST NOT BE MANOMITTED.
FOR ADJUST THE GAS FLOW SEE CHAPTER "CAMS CALIBRATION"

N.B.
THE CONTROL BOX STARTS ONLY IF THE MAXIMUM RETURN PRESSURE SWITCH (-SPRmax) IS IN
STANDING POSITION (THE PRESSURE OF THE HEAVY-OIL IS LOWER THAN THE CALIBRATION).
IF THE PRESSURE OF THE HEAVY-OIL IS HIGHER THAN THE CALIBRATION THE CONTROL BOX NOT STARTS
AND THE LAMP (-HAP) IS ON.

THE BURNER STARTS ONLY IF THERE IS ENOUGH GAS PRESSURE ON THE PILOT GAS TRAIN (-PGmin2): THE
MINIMUM GAS PRESSURE SWITCH IS IN SERIES WITH THE THERMOSTATS.

WARNING

WARNING
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After about 6 seconds the control box LFL... opens the pilot flame valves (-YVFP and -YVFPS) the pilot flame ignites.
After about 3 seconds (safety time) after the activation of the pilot flame valves the LFL... turns off the ignition
transformers (-TA1 and -TA2); the pump motor (-MP) it remanis active.
After about 12 seconds after the activation of the pilot flame valves the LFL... turns on the main flame valve (-YVNU)
and the main flame ignites. After about 3 seconds after the activation of the main flame valves the LFL... turns off the
pilot flame valves.
The flame monitoring is done by the UV sensor.

If, after the safety time, there is no formation of the pilot flame the burner control unit LFL...establish a lock out.
If after the pilot flame there is no formation of the main flame the burner control unit LFL...establish a lock out.

A few seconds after the ignition of the main flame the burner control unit will give a start signal to the external
regulator. In accordance to the heat request the regulator gives signals to the actuator to open or to close the air
shutter and the heavy-oil pressure regulator, this means the power of the burner is increasing or decreasing.

If during the burner operation:

- You switch the (-SG) selector from the ON position to the OFF position;
- It opens the thermostat or pressure switch (-STL) contact;
- The temperature of the heavy-oil it falls below the setpoint value of the PIXSYS (-TE1);

The burner turns off and the fan motor (terminals 64 - 65 of the main terminal strip XAB) remains active (pot-purge
time) as long as the control box ends its control sequence.

If the burner goes into lockout position:

The burner turns off and the fan motor (terminals 64 - 65 of the main terminal strip XAB) turns off. When you reset the
lockout of the LFL... the burner remains off and the fan motor (terminals 64 - 65 of the main terminal strip XAB) remains
active (pot-purge time) as long as the control box ends its control sequence.

- In case of lack of air the air pressure switch intervenes and the control unit performs a lockout.
- In case of no ignition of the pilot flame after the safety time, the control box performs a lockout of the
burner.
- In case of no ignition of the main flame after the ignition of the pilot flame, the control box performs a
lockout of the burner.

The temperature regulators PIXSYS are active when you turn the main switch (-SG) in "ON" position.
The burner starts if the heavy oil temperature (controlled by the PIXSYS) is that defined by the setpoint value
and if the operating thermostat or pressure switch (-STL) is closed.
The pump motor starts with the ignition transformers (-TA1 and -TA2).

WARNING
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PUMP CALIBRATION

BE CAREFUL: after the connection of the electrical line, verify the rotation direction of motor-pump.

LEGEND

1) Suction 6) Return to the regulator

2) Pressure gauge 7) Delivery to the preheater tank

3) Resistance for pump preheating 8) Return

4) Manual valve for gauge 9) Maximum oil pressure switch

5) Pressure regulation

The fuel pump has to suck in the heavy-oil and send it
under pressure (24-28 bar) to the preheater tank. The
pressure is regulated through a screwdriver by the
pressure regulator.
The pressure gauge is needed to control the delivery
pressure to the preheater tank. NOTE: after control, close
the tap. The resistance is used to keep the pump hot
during the pause and therefore to make easier
the starting: the resistance remains always inserted.
The return pipe is needed to by-pass the excess of heavy
oil.
CALIBRATION:
1) Remove the cap nut (1) and gasket (2);
2) Unscrew the nut (4);
3) Twist the screw (3) with hexagonal key: clockwise to
increase pressure, counterclockwise decrease pressure;
4) When finished, tight the nut (4), reassemble gasket (2)
and cap nut (1)

N.B.: If there are problems to pump-priming, open manual valve for gauge. After calibration, close the manual
valve gauge.
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CAMS CALIBRATION EXAMPLE

CALIBRATION GAS CAM (Fig.A)

CALIBRATION AIR CAM (Fig.B)

CALIBRATION OBTURATOR POSITION [°]

MODEL B C D E F G H

HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS 11 18 23 27 33 35 41

CALIBRATION AIR SHUTTER POSITION [°]

MODEL B C D E F G H

HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS 6 15 20 31 40 46 55
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CALIBRATION OF RETURN PRESSURE TO THE NOZZLE: MINIMUM OUTPUT POSITION

Fig. 7 Calibration of return pressure to the nozzle: minimum output position

LEGEND

1) Pressure gauge for the control of return pressure to the nozzle 7) Cam with variable profile for air calibration

2) Nut for locking 8) Regulation screw of the cam with variable profile for air calibra-
tion

3) Nut with bearing support for return pressure regulation 9) Rolling bearing

4) Regulation screw of the cam for the determination of the re-
turn pressure for maximum power

10) Regulation eccentric

5) Screw for cam locking 11) Faucet

6) Index of the pressure regulator movement
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INSTRUCTION FOR THE MODULATOR REGULATION

The minimum power regulation should be performed at the end of the maximum power modulation.
A) After the maximum power regulation, turn the burner in minimum power (by manual mode). Verify that the light-oil
pressure, measured by the pressure gauge (pos.1), is at least the minimum required by the used nozzle.

B) Do the regulation of pressure in accordance with the required power by acting on the nut (pos.3), then lock the nut
by operation on the locking nut (2). Check that during the eccentric rotation (pos.10), the bearing (pos.9) stay always
parallel to it. Rotation and misalignment of bearing (pos.9) with nut's axis are to avoid (see picture on top).

CAM HEAVY OIL

CALIBRATION INDICATION POSITION [ notch ]

Pos. Servomotor 0° Pos. Servomotor 90°

HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS 6 13

After regulation of the cam close the faucet (pos.11).
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CALIBRATION OF RETURN PRESSURE TO THE NOZZLE: MAXIMUM OUTPUT POSITION

Check that at achievement of desidered maximum power, the index (pos.6) never arrive at the maximum value
"15". If happen unscrew completely the nut (pos.3). Also check that during the rotation phase from 0° to 90°
index (pos,6) never arrive at the maximum before finishing the complete run (see picture below).

Fig. 8 Calibration of return pressure to the nozzle: maximum output position

LEGEND

1) Pressure gauge for the control of return pressure to the nozzle 7) Cam with variable profile for air calibration

2) Nut for locking 8) Regulation screw of the cam with variable profile for air calibra-
tion

3) Nut with bearing support for return pressure regulation 9) Rolling bearing

4) Regulation screw of the cam for the determination of the re-
turn pressure for maximum power

10) Regulation eccentric

5) Screw for cam locking 11) Faucet

6) Index of the pressure regulator movement

*After regulation of the cam close the faucet (pos.11).
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INSTRUCTION FOR THE MODULATOR REGULATION

A) Go to the position of maximum power and check that the pressure on the return, measured by the pressure gauge
(pos.1), is that required from the installed nozzle and to the desired flow rate. Check that during the eccentric rotation
(pos.10), the bearing (pos.9) stay always parallel to it. Rotation and misalignment of bearing (pos.9) with nut's axis are
to avoid (see picture on top).

B) If necesary a regulation of pressure act on the screw (pos.4) and the nut (pos.3). It is important to divide the increase
or decrease of pressure between the two regulations (pos.3-4).

C)Example: increase by 0.5 bar with the screw (pos.4) and increase by 0.5 bar with the nut (pos.3) and vice versa if you
have to decrease.
It is important to check that the increase of pressure on the return takes place for the complete duration of the
servomotor opening and ends only when its stops.
In case of prereachment of the maximum pressure before the complete opening of servomotor, operate as follows:
reach the complete opening and act on the regulations (pos.3-4) until you have a little reduction of pressure; then
return to the minimum power and verify again the pressure.
In case that the pressure of minimum does not return, repeat the regulation from point A).

PRESSURE SWTICH CALIBRATION

CALIBRATION OF THE AIR PRESSURE SWITCH (PA)

N.B. The help of a combustion analyser will be necessary for the setting.

The air pressure switch checks the minimum AIR pressure
of the fan. When the AIR pressure value generated by the
fan is lower than the value set to the air pressure switch,
the burner goes to lockout. For its calibrations proceed
like follows:
N.B.: The calibration of the air pressure switch shall be
done at the minimum modulation.
a) Obstruct the air inlet gradually without changing the
position of the shutter, until a defect of air is obtained :
CO<=10.000 ppm.
b) Turn the regulation collar of the pressure switch slowly
until the safety lock-out of the burner is obtained.
c) Open completely the air inlet and start the burner.
d) Repeat point a) and control the intervention of the air
pressure switch.

Fig. 9 1-Cover screw 2-Regulation collar 3-Regulation indicator
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CALIBRATION OF THE MINIMUM GAS PRESSURE SWITCH (PGMIN)

CALIBRATION OF THE MAXIMUM GAS PRESSURE SWITCH (PGMAX)

It is connected in series with the thermostats of the boiler
and it stops the burner when the gas pressure in the main
gas train is less then the value of the set point (set the
value 20% inferior of the operation gas pressure). The
minimum gas pressure switch is mounted on the main gas
train in correspondence of the valve VGS. For setting it
proceed as follows:
a) Bring the burner to the maximum power setted (relative
to the heat generator).
b) Measure the pressure on the outlet of the pressure
switch and close slowly the manual gas valve until the
pressure is 20% less than the measured pressure.
c) Turn slowly the regulation collar of the pressure switch,
until the lock-out of the burner is obtained.
d) Open the manual gas valve completely and start the
burner.
e) Repeat point a) and control the intervention of the air
pressure switch.

Fig. 10 1-Cover screw 2-Regulation collar 3-Regulation indicator     
4-Pressure control connection of the pressure switch

It is connected in series with the flame sensor and it
interrupts the current, causing the lock-out of the burner,
when the gas pressure is higher then the set point (set the
value 20% higher then the operation gas pressure).
The maximum gas pressure switch is mounted on the
burner in proximity of the connection flange of the gas
train.
For setting proceed like follows:
a) Bring the burner up to the maximum power (relative to
the heat generator).
b) Measure the pressure on the outlet of the pressure
switch.
c) Turn the collar of the pressure switch regulation slowly
until you obtain the lock-out of the burner.
d) Increase the pressure (set point) of intervention the
20% turning the regulation collar. Repeat the cycle of the
burner again and in case of lock-out increase the set point
for the pressure of intervention.

Fig. 11 1-Cover screw 2-Regulation collar 3-Regulation indicator  
4-Pressure control connection of the pressure switch
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CALIBRATION OF THE LEAKAGE CONTROL PRESSURE SWITCH (DW)

The pressure switch is connected directly to the leakage
test unit LDU11... and in the case of gas leakage the
LDU11... stops in lockout and the burner can't start till the
lockout will be reset.
The leakage test is done every time that the burner is turn
on and is done before that the burner starts the
preventilation phase.
The leakage control pressure switch is mounted between
the security valve (VGS) and the operating valve (VGL).
During the first phase of the valve proving test called
<<Test1>>, atmospheric pressure must exist in the length
of pipe between the valves to be tested. The control unit
LDU11... opens the valve on the burner side (VGL) for a
few seconds to evacuate the test space between the
valves from gas if it is. The test space is closed off after it
has been evacuated. During the first test phase the
control unit checks with the pressure switch (DW) if the
atmospheric pressure in the test space is maintained for
22 sec. If the valve on the mains side (VGS) is leaking, it
causes that the pressure rises above the switching point of
the pressure switch, the LDU11... will trigger an alarm and
initiate the lockout. The LDU11... operation cycle stops at
<<Test1>> phase.
If the pressure does not increase because the valve closes
correctly, the LDU11... continues its program with the
second test phase <<Test2>>.
For that purpose, the security valve on the mains side
(VGS) is opened for a few seconds so that the test space
between the valves is pressurized («filling» the test space).
During the second test phase (about 27 seconds) – if the
valve on the burner side is not leaking – this pressure may
not fall below the switching point of the pressure switch.
If it does, the LDU11... will initiate lockout also, thus
preventing the burner to start. The setpoint of the
pressure switch should be 50% of the maximum pressure
of the gas train (pressure between pressure stabilizer and
the security valve VGS).
a) Measure the pressure on the inlet of the security valve
(VGS).
b) Turn the collar of the pressure switch regulation to the
half of the measured pressure.

Fig. 12 1) Cover screw 2) Regulation collar 3) Regulation indicator   
4) Pressure control connection of the pressure switch
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CALIBRATION OF THE MINIMUM GAS PRESSURE SWITCH PILOT GAS TRAIN (PGMIN2)

CALIBRATION OF THE MAXIMUM OIL PRESSURE SWITCH TRAFAG (PRMAX)

The maximum oil pressure switch is a security device with manual reset which supervises the pressure of the oil on the
return pipe and it intervenes when the pressure rises higher then the setpoint value.
The pressure switch is positioned after the regolator of the return pressure from the nozzle (see hydraulic diagram).
The calibration is already done in the factory. In the case if the pressure rises up over setting value the pressure switch
goes into lockout and stop the burner.

It is connected in series with the thermostats of the boiler
and it stops the burner when the gas pressure of the pilot
gas trian is less then the value of the set point (set the
value 20% inferior of the operation gas pressure). The
minimum gas pressure switch is mounted on the pilot gas
train in correspondence of the valve VFPS.
For setting it proceed as follows:

A) Bring the burner to the maximum power setted
(relative to the heat generator).
B) Measure the pressure on the outlet of the pressure
switch and close slowly the manual gas valve until the
pressure is 20% less than the measured pressure.
C) Turn slowly the regulation collar of the pressure switch,
until the lock-out of the burner is obtained.
D) Open the manual gas valve completely and start the
burner.
E) Repeat point A) and control the intervention of the air
pressure switch.

Fig. 13 1) Regulation collar

1- Loosen the lock screw (A).
2- Adjust upper switching point with range spindle (B) to
7,5 bar.
3- Tighten the lock screw (A).
4- In case of lockout, to reset press button (C).

Fig. 14 Maximum oil pressure switch Trafag
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SERVOMOTOR CALIBRATION

The manufacturer declines any responsability for the failure to observe information given above.
The rights to the warranty will no longer be valid, in case of the sealed servomotor cover is removed.

FACTORY CAM SETTING

Legend:

1- BUTTON FOR SHAFT RELEASE
2- N.B.: PLEASE REFER TO INDEX
3- N.B.: FOLLOW THE RED SCALE
4- CAM [ MIN ] (EX.: 10°)
5- CAM [ CLOSED ] (EX.: 0°)
6- CAM [ MAX ] (EX.: 90°)
7- BUTTON FOR CAM RELEASE

ATTENTION: DO NOT OPEN OR REMOVE THE SERVOMOTOR COVER!

Fig. 15 Servomotor

ATTENTION: THE FACTORY CAM SETTING NEVER BE CHANGED. TO MODIFY THE AIR DAMPER
OPENING ADJUST THE VARIABLE PROFILE CAM!

Fig. 16 Factory cam setting

WARNING
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ELECTRONIC CONTROLLER OF PREHEATING RESISTORS

Fig. 17 Functional diagram of the preheater group
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TE1 (EXAMPLE)

BTC1L
Thermocouple that detects the temperature and transmits it to the temperature controller. The thermoregulator
switches on or off the heating elements, depending on the set value (85°C).

BTC1
Thermocouple that detects the minimum temperature and transmits it to the temperature controller. The
thermoregulator turns on the burner when the setpoint temperature (60°) it is exceeded and turns off the burner when
the temperature is lower than the reference value.

TE2 (EXAMPLE)

BTC2LB
Thermocouple that detects the temperature during the stand-by (pump off) and transmits it to the temperature
controller. The thermoregulator switches on or off the heating elements, depending on the set value (120°C).

BTC2L
Thermocouple that detects the temperature during the operation (pump on) and transmits it to the temperature
controller. The thermoregulator switches on or off the heating elements, depending on the set value (120°C).

BTC2S
Thermocouple that detects the safety temperature and transmits it to the temperature controller. The thermoregulator
switches on or off the heating elements, depending on the set value (150°C).

Fig. 18 Electronic controller PIXSYS

TE... - Set point temperature (red value) , Measured temperature (green value).
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DIAGRAM: HEAD PRESSURE - GAS FLOW MODEL:HI-KN 190/M BIOGAS

NOTE:

1 Nm³/h BIOGAS = 5000 kcal/Nm³

Fig. 19 X-Axis= Gas flow [Nm³/h] ; Y-Axis= PD: Head pressure [mbar] 1) KN190 BIOGAS

Example (BIOGAS):
Required power: 1240000 kcal/h
BIOGAS flow: 1240000 / 5000 = 248 Nm³/h
P.T.= Burner calibration pressure
P.T.= (head pressure + air head pressure)
PD = 32 mbar (see diagram)
Ex. If the air head pressure is 4 mbar (PAT)
BIOGAS P.T.= PD + PAT = 32 + 4 = 36 mbar
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PRESSURE - TEMPERATURE DIAGRAM

The formation and the presence of gas due to the heating of the volatile components in the fuel is a major cause of
premature wear of the fuel pump. To avoid this phenomenon, the pressure of the supply circuit must be adjusted
as shown in the diagram in function of the temperature of the fuel.

MINIMUM OIL TEMPERATURE AT THE FUEL PUMP INLET

Fig. 20 X = Oil temperature Y = Pump inlet pressure/Pressure supply circuit

Fig. 21 X = Oil temperature Y = Viscosity
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PULVERIZATION TEMPERATURE

The following diagram shows the viscosity variations in relation to temperature for different fuel oil and temperature
range of adjustment of the pre heater.

A - 3°E a 50°C EXTREMELY FLUID
B - 5°E a 50°C FLUID
C - 7°E a 50°C SEMIFLUID
D - 12°E a 50°C HEAVY
E - 20°E a 50°C HEAVY
F - 30°E a 50°C HEAVY
G - 40°E a 50°C HEAVY
H - 50°E a 50°C HEAVY
I - ADVICE LIMIT OF NOZZLE VISCOSITY / TEMPERATURE RANGE OF ADJUSTMENT OF THE PRE HEATER
L - LIMIT VALUE FOR PUMPABILITY OF HEAVY OIL

Fig. 22 X = Temperature Y = Viscosity
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MAINTENANCE

COMBUSTION HEAD EXTRACTION

a) Take the cover (1) off, by loosening the screw (2) and by removing the screws (3).
b) Disconnect the cables of the ignition electrodes.
c) Take off the pilot ignition group (4) by loosening the nut.
d) Take off the head regulation (5) by loosening the screw.
e) Take off the nozzle-holder collector group (6).
f) Take off the screw (7).
g) Remove the screw (8) and extract the combustion head (9).
h) In order to remove the nozzle-holder group, it is necessary to take off the screws (10).

ATTENTION: REMOVE VOLTAGE!
D A N G E R
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ELECTRODES POSITIONING

*Distance: 3.5 mm

It's suggested to clean every 5-6 months the pilot grid and the electrode with an inox brush.

1) NOZZLE-ELECTRODES DISTANCE: 6.5 mm
2) NOZZLE-FLAME DISK DISTANCE: 3.5 mm
3) R 17 mm
4) GAS PIPE-FLAME DISK: 6 mm
5) DISTANCE BETWEEN ELECTRODES: 5 mm

Fig. 23 Pilot flame electrode

*
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HYDRAULICS MAINTENANCE

SUPPLY FILTER CLEANING

When the pressure in the pump is stable and the pressure at the output of the tank is decreasing, it is necessary to
clean the output filter placed on the exit of the pre-heated tank.
Note: Before disassembling the filter, drain the tank pressure through the proper valve.
PUMP FILTER AND LINE FILTERS CLEANING

When the pump becomes noisy and the output pressure is instable, this means that fuel does not arrive to the pump
and so it is necessary to clean all the filters on the suction line and the pump filter.
RESISTANCES CLEANING

When the burner is functioning and the exit temperature of the combustion oil keeps on falling until causing the lock-
out, it is necessary to disassemble the resistances and to clean them.
Note: Before disassembling the resistances, drain the tank pressure trough the proper valve and remove the electrical
supply.
LOADING TANK

a) Verify the rotation direction of the pump motor by hold down the button SCP.

b) When you have to load the preheat tank it is necessary to disconnect the electrical supply to the heating resistances,
by not feeding the dedicated terminals (according to the wiring diagram).
c) Remove the return pipe pump - supply tank and put it in a bucket.
d) Verify that the ON-OFF switch is in the ON position and that the thermostat/pressure switch TL is open, then hold
down the SCP button for charging pump-tank.
e) When fuel oil comes out from the return pipe release the SCP button.
NB: If you have difficulty to fill the pump, remove the vent plug and put it back as the fuel oil exits.
f) Finally, restore the electrical and hydraulic connections as before.

Before effecting any maintenance, apply the following indications
on the general instructions and, however remove the electrical tension.

Fig. 24 1) Output filter 2) Drain valve

N.B. This operation is available only with burner ON (main switch -SG in ON position) and TL (thermostat/
working pressure switch) open.

WARNING
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CALIBRATION OF THE NOZZLE OPENING SHAFT

The calibration of the nozzle opening shaft is already pre-calibrated in factory.
When the nozzle or lance are replaced, to check again the nozzle's opening movement is necessary observe the right
dimensions and prescription as follow:

Fig. 25 

Fig. 26 

Fig. 27 

Fig. 28 Fig. 29 Loosen the counter-nut for the regulation.
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POSITION WITH SOLENOID OFF

Fig. 30 Fig. 31 

Fig. 32 At the end of calibrations tight the counter-nut

While screwing the nozzle, it is necessary to verify that the index never goes beyond the maximum run
otherwise, the nozzle may be damaged.

While regulating the shaft, it is necessary to verify that the index never goes beyond the maximum run
otherwise the nozzle may be damaged.

WARNING

WARNING
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POSITION WITH SOLENOID ON

When the solenoid valve is excited, verify the distance of the reference shaft:

VERIFY THE DISTANCE (X):

Es: for Bergonzo nozzles = 8mm
Es: for Fluidics nozzles = 7.5mm
Es: for F.B.R. nozzles = 7.5mm

Fig. 33 Fig. 34 X: Nozzle opening shaft distance

Fig. 35 
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CLEAN OF THE PREHEATER TANK

MAINTENANCE

Periodically (about 500-1000 operating hours) carry out:
1- Clean element filter; careful: be careful do not break the O-ring;
2- Clean every aspiration filters ( included filter inside on the pump);
3- Clean eletric resistances (heater). A elevated encrustation reduces the heavy-oil heater and worsens the
performance;
4- Clean the fan blades and the air shutters;
5- Every 2000 hours change the nozzle.

SUPPLY FILTER CLEANING

When the pressure in the pump is stable and the pressure at the output of the tank is decreasing, it is necessary to
clean the output filter placed on the exit of the pre-heated tank.
Note: Before disassembling the filter, drain the tank pressure through the proper valve.

PUMP FILTER AND LINE FILTERS CLEANING

When the pump becomes noisy and the output pressure is instable, this means that fuel does not arrive to the pump
and so it is necessary to clean all the filters on the suction line and the pump filter.

RESISTANCES CLEANING

When the burner is functioning and the exit temperature of the combustion oil keeps on falling until causing the lock-
out, it is necessary to disassemble the resistances and to clean them.
N.B.: Before disassembling the resistances, drain the tank pressure trough the proper valve and remove the electrical
supply.

Before effecting any maintenance, apply the following indications on the general instructions and,
however remove the electrical tension.

Fig. 36 1- Output filter ; 2 - Drain valve

D A N G E R
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POSSIBLE CAUSES - SOLUTIONS

TYPE OF IRREGULARITY PROBABLE CAUSE RIMEDY

The burner does not start. 1) Lack of current. 1) Check the fuses of the feed line.
Check the line of the thermostats.

2) Defective control box. 2) Replace the control box.

3) A limit or safety control device is open. 3) Adjust or replace.

4) Control box lock-out. 4) Reset the control box.

5) Air pressure switch in operating posi-
tion.

5) Replace or adjust the air pressure swi-
tch.

6) No gas supply. 6) Check if in the supply line there is no
electric or manual shut-off valves closed
and that there are no obstructions, if the
checks
are positive, contact your gas company.

7) Minimum gas pressure switch on the
main gas train not switch in operating po-
sition.

7) Replace or adjust the minimum gas
pressure switch on the main gas train.

8) Minimum gas pressure switch on the pi-
lot gas train not switch in operating posi-
tion.

7) Replace or adjust the minimum gas
pressure switch on the pilot gas train.

9) Fault in the oil heating system. 9) Check the resistances installed in the
tank.
Check the operation and the settings of
the electronic controller.
Check the thermocouples.

10) Intervention of maximum oil pressure
switch on the return.

10) Make a reset to the maximum oil pres-
sure switch on the return.

11) Defective maximum oil pressure switch
on the return.

11) Replace the maximum oil pressure swi-
tch on the return.

12) Fault during the valves leakage test. 12) Check that the main gas valves doesn't
leakage.

The burner starts
and it goes into lock-out position.

1) The control box sees flame. 1) Check cleaning and tightness of the fuel
valves.
Replace the control box.
Remove eventual remaining flame in the
combustion chamber.

2) Flame sensor short-circuit. 2) Replace the flame sensor.

3) Presence of extraneous light. 3) Remove extraneous light.

The burner starts, but it
no performs the prepurge phase
and then it goes into lock-out position.

1) Air pressure switch not switch
in operating position.

1) Check to air pressure to the pressure
switch.
Check the rotation direction of the fan mo-
tor.

2) Defective air pressure switch. 2) Replace the air pressure switch.

3) Dirty fan. 3) Clean the fan.

4) Fault in fan motor starter. 4) Check the components and, in case of
fault, replace them.

5) Defective fan motor. 5) Replace the fan motor.

The burner, after the prepurge and 1) Erroneous pilot gas fuel valves con-
nections.

1) Check the electrical connections.
the safety phase, goes into lock-out posi-
tion

2) Erroneous ignition transformers con-
nections.

2) Check the electrical connections.
without appearance of the flame.

3) Defective ignition transformers. 3) Replace the ignition transformers.

4) Defective control box. 4) Replace the control box.
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5) There is no spark at the
electrode.

5) Check the operation of the ignition tran-
sformer.
Check the position of the electrodes ends.

6) The pilot gas fuel valves fail to open. 6) Replace the pilot gas fuel valves.

7) High voltage cable defective. 7) Replace the high voltage cable.

8) High voltage cable deformed by high
temperature.

8) Replace the high voltage cable.

9) Filter dirty. 9) Clean the filter.

10) Nozzle dirty. 10) Clean or replace the nozzle.

11) Pump is jammed 11) Replace the pump.

12) No heavy-oil pressure. 12) Check the pump motor thermal overlo-
ad relay.
Check the pump motor.
Check the pump.

The burner starts, the flame ignites 1) The flame it isn't detect. 1) Check the flame intensity.
then it goes into lock-out position.

2) Dirty flame sensor. 2) Clean the flame sensor.

3) Erroneous flame sensor connections. 3) Check if the phase and neutral conduc-
tor
are connected propely or if the electrical
supply is phase-phase.

4) Erroneous main fuel valves connections. 4) Check the electrical connections.

5) The main fuel valves fail to open. 5) Replace main fuel valves.

Pump works but the flame does not
appear so the burner goes into lock-out
position.

1) Nozzle is dented. 1) Clean or replace the nozzle.

2) Combustible doesn't arrive. 2) Check the heavy-oil level in tank.
Check if there are no shutters closed along
the heavy-oil line.
Check the pump pressure.

The burner starts, the flame ignites, it
goes into lock-out position and then the
burner repeats the prepurge phase.

1) Insufficient gas pressure. 1) Increase pressure at governor.

Flame is irregular, small and with
sparks.

1) Nozzle is pulverizing badly. 1) Clean or replace the nozzle.

2) The pump pressure is too low. 2) Check and increase the pressure.

Flame is smokey. 1) Nozzle is pulverizing badly. 1) Clean or replace the nozzle.

2) Combustion air is to low. 2) Check that the air damper opens nor-
mally.
Check if the fan is dirty.

Not well-shaped flame
with smoke and soot.

1) Combustion air is too low. 1) Increase the combustion air.

2) Insufficient nozzie since it is dirty or worn
out.

2) Clean or replace.

3) Clogged boiler pipe or chimney. 3) Clean them.

4) Low spraying pressure. 4) Bring it to the prescribed value.

TYPE OF IRREGULARITY PROBABLE CAUSE RIMEDY
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During operation, the burner
goes into lock-out position.

1) Inadequate flame signal. 1) Check the flame intensity.
Check the burner calibration.

2) Defective flame sensor. 2) Replace the flame sensor.

3) Dirty flame sensor. 3) Clean the flame sensor from oil and fats.

4) Air pressure switch in fault position. 4) Check the air pressure to the pressure
switch.
Check the fan motor starter's components.
Check the fan motor.

5) Defective air pressure switch. 5) Replace the air pressure switch.

6) Fan is dirty. 6) Clean.

7) The flame sensor is positioned in incor-
rectly way.

7) Correct the flame sensor position.

8) Dirty disk or mouth. 8) Clean.

9) No heavy-oil pressure. 9) Check the pump motor thermal overlo-
ad relay.
Check the pump motor.
Check the pump.

10) Intervention of maximum gas pressure
switch

10) Check the gas pressure.
Check the maximum gas pressure switch
adjustment.
Replace the maximum gas pressure swi-
tch.

Burner off with HAP lamp on. 1) Interventon of maximum light-oil pres-
sure switch
on return.

1) Check the hydraulic system's intercep-
tion fuel valve;
Check if there is no obstruction on fuel hy-
draulic system.
Make a reset to maximum light-oil pressu-
re switch.

2) Defective maximum light-oil pressure
switch on return

2) Replace the maximum light-oil pressure
switch on return.

The burner does not go
into maximum position.

1) The modulation thermostat does not
closes.

1) Replace or adjust.

2) The servomotor is wrong calibrated or
defective.

2) Check calibration of the servomotor or
replace it.

3) Defective control box. 3) Replace the control box.

TYPE OF IRREGULARITY PROBABLE CAUSE RIMEDY



The illustrations and data here shown are indicative. F.B.R. Bruciatori S.r.l. reserves the right to bring, without any obligation of warning, any changes that would be appropriate to the continuing development 
of their products.
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